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Abstract 

 Face recognition is an active research area because of the importance of its 

application areas. Face recognition as almost all digital image processing based systems 

begins with elementary processing on the acquired images. The elementary processing is 

intended to add more to the abilities of consequent processing steps. The elementary 

processing phase is in most of the cases processing the image by some filters. In this study, 

an elementary phase of Sobel derivative filters and the derivatives followed by thresholding 

by Otsu’s method effect on features extracted by moments for face recognition is explored. 

The preprocessing step with this setup aims to highlight face local features. The moments 

used in the study are Hu and Legendre. Feed forward neural network used as the 

classification facility. The results of the study indicated that edges do not form a major 

differential component in the values of moments. Consequently, moments could be aided 

with feature vectors that focus on edges. Also, the study indicated that Legendre is superior 

compared to Hu and the union of Hu and Legendre increases correct recognition 

probability. 

 

Keywords: Face Recognition; Biometric Identification; Feature extraction; Image 

processing; Derivative filters; Legendre moments;  Hu moments;  

 

1. Introduction 

  Face recognition is an eminent research area in digital image 

processing. The importance of face recognition comes from the fact that it 

impacts many applications such as security, robotics, human-computer-

interfaces, digital cameras, games, entertainment, authentication, 
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intelligence image indexing, and as well it feeds other applications with 

methodologies and algorithms. Face recognition is one of the most visible. 

In fact, Humans, as well as many of the animals, do it perfectly. However, it 

is yet a challenging problem in computer vision and pattern recognition. 

Face detection and recognition is anonymous. The subject face is not 

matched against a database of known previously stored individuals. In 

contrast, face detection and recognition is the science of facial features 

locating, extraction, and classifications. The challenges in face recognition 

include the variations in scale, illumination, pose, occlusion, clutters, 

orientation, expression variations, and computational complexity [1]. The 

popular approaches used for face recognition are based on i) structural ii) 

statistical and iii) neural networks. 

 In structural, facial main features such as eyes, nose, mouth and chin 

their attributes such as: areas, relative distances and angles between them 

are used [2][18]. In general, such methods use local features as well as the 

relationships among them. The second approach is statistical, basically uses 

image transforms where features are extracted from the whole images. So, 

the features base is global instead of local. The Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA), multi-linear principal component analysis (MPCA) and 

linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2-9] are examples of statistical 

approach. The third approach uses neural networks for feature extraction as 

well as recognition but the training time needed to learn raw images is very 

high beside the complexity and scalability of the network needed[10]. So, 

feature extraction is required ahead of the neural network [11-13].   

 Moments are from the famous and the earliest methods used for 

features extraction from images. Moments, as feature extraction mean, made 

the neural approach realistic [14-16]. Image moments that are invariant with 

respect to the transformations of scale, translation and rotation applications 

include pattern recognition, object identification and template matching. 

Orthogonal moments have additional properties of being robust in the 

presence of image noise and have a near zero redundancy measure as a 

feature set.  

 The efficiency of a face recognition algorithm depends on: (i) an 

efficient invariant feature representation with respect to illumination, scaling, 

rotation, and pose (ii) a classification technique that maps the feature 

vectors into their appropriate classes with minimal misclassification. (iii) the 
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time complexity of the algorithm together with mapping ability to parallel 

platforms.  

 Image processing system, normally, begins with the application of 

some filters. Filters are one of the most famous and widely used tools in 

images processing. Filters could be applied to digital images both in spatial 

and frequency domains. They are used in image processing for several 

purposes from these image enhancement and edge detection. The 

enhancement filters target better perception and enables correct consequent 

processing steps such as image segmentation. Derivative filters used, mainly, 

to highlight changes in the image that could be used to enhance edges or 

directly used in the image segmentation to objects.  

 This study focuses on the effect of preprocessing of faces ahead of 

features extraction using moments. The preprocessing step of the study is 

using the well-known Sobel derivative filters and these filters followed by 

thresholding based on Otsu’s method [17]. The moments used in the study 

are HU and Legnedre [4-16] to extract global image features. The feed 

forward neural network used as a classifier based on the extracted features. 

 The remaining of this paper is organized as following: Section two 

outlines the face recognition methodology under the study, and summaries 

the used moments. Section three contains tests and results.   Section Four is 

the conclusion of the study. 

 

2. Face Recognition Using Pre-Moments Processing 

 The recognition methodology under the study operates in two 

phases. During the first phase, which is called the training or learning phase, 

the system learns the recognition. In the second phase, which is called the 

operation or testing phase, the system recognizes unknown faces classes. 

The system has to pass successfully the first phase to be usable as a 

recognition facility. The success of the first phase depends on many 

parameters that include: selection of a proper set of features, neural network 

structure, learning algorithm and its parameters, and the selection of the 

training dataset. From the famous problems in neural classifiers are the 

over-fitting, inability to converge to acceptable solutions, stuck to local 
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minima, and incorrect generalization. In the training phase, the set of faces 

that are the subjects of the recognition run through three stages: a 

preprocessing, feature extraction, and supervisor class code assignment to 

form the neural network training dataset. Then, the training dataset is 

applied to the neural network for the iterative supervised training process. 

By the end of the training process, the network will be, hopefully, ready to 

operate in the recognition mode. Normally, the available data is engineered 

to training and testing data sets. The testing data set is used to verify the 

network performance in the generalization ability. In the operation phase, an 

unknown face image runs through three stages: a preprocessing, the feature 

extraction, and application of the features to the network for recognition of 

the face class. The output of this phase is faced the class signature. Figure 

(1) depicts the system under the study. 

 
Figure (1) Overall moments based recognition system, (a) Training (b) 

Testing 
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Preprocessing 

 The preprocessing of the image aims at highlighting local facial 

features. The face images supplied assumed to be passed an enhancement 

step that is out of the scope of the study. The preprocessing used in this 

study are Sobel derivative filters (x-derivative and y-derivative), and Sobel 

derivative filters followed by Otsu’s thresholding. The output from this step 

either gray values, the first two cases, or binary values, the last two cases. 

The study, which is a comparative, uses the raw images as a reference.  

 

 

 

 

   Y-derivative             X-derivative 

   Figure (2) Sobel derivative filters 

 Sobel derivative filters are simple filters as shown in figure (2). 

Those filters are widely used in edges detection and enhancement. A typical 

application of these filters is depicted in Figure (3). Figure (3)-a is the 

original face. Figure (3)-b, c are the same of (a) processed by  Sobel 

derivatives (Y,X) consequently.    

 Otsu's method for thresholding [26] searches for a threshold that 

minimizes the intra-class variance (the variance within the class), defined as 

a weighted sum of variances of the two classes, equation (1):- 
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Weights iw  are the probabilities of the two classes separated by a 

threshold t  and 
2

i  variances of these classes. 

 The preprocessing step takes as an input enhanced face image matrix 

and  produces one of the following matrices (a) Sobel-x derivative (b) 

Soble-y derivative (c) Sobel-x followed by Otsu’s thresholding (d) Sobel-y 

followed by Otsu’s thresholding. Figure (3) shows the outcomes of the 

preprocessing on the original face of (a), the Sobel filters are re-scaled to   

(0-255). The preprocessing step, as shown in figure, highlights the facial 

features areas.  
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Figure (3) Cases under the study: (a) Original (b),(c) Sobel derivative-

x,y (d),(e) Sobel derivative-x,y  followed by Otsu’s  thresholding 

 

Features extractions  

 Feature extraction is a focal point in biometric recognition systems. 

The failure in features extraction or the wrong choice of the features leads to 

the failure of the recognition process. Feature extraction methods, in 

biometric systems, are either global or local. The global features are 

extracted from the whole image. So, the feature operators are applied to the 

entire image to extract the set of desired features which are used directly in 

the classification process. Local feature methods focus on chucks of the 

image. The operators, in this case, operate on windows of the image to 

extract local features. In this case, the classification process uses the 

windows location as well as the extracted local features. Feature extraction 

bases include colors, edges, corners, textures, statistical, and combinations 

of them. The feature extraction is done in spatial and frequency domains 

[19]. From the famous methods: moments [20], Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA), Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [21], PCA-SIFT 

[22][23], and SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features)[22].    

 The study focus is the effects of preprocessing on moments 

performance. The preprocessing outputs, as shown in Figure (3), produces 

images more focused on facial local features. The moments used in the 

study are Hu and Legendre. These moments are summarized in the 

following:- 

Hu moments 

 Hu moments based on the geometric moments are image texture 

descriptors. Geometric moments are also known as regular or raw moments. 

The geometric moment’s equations (2) to (5) provide nonnegative values. 
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Where p,q =0,1,2,3,… The moment order is known as (p+q). 

 

  For digital image defined by digital function ),( yxf  of size M by N 
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The seven invariant moments are driven from the moments up to the third 

order moment as following:- 
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These moments equations (6) to (12) are known to be invariant to 

translation, scale and rotation [17]. 

Legendre moments 

 Legendre moments are driven from Teague Legendre polynomial. 

The polynomial defined by equation (13).  
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The polynomial recurrence relations are defined as in equations (14), (15) 
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 Legendre moments [15][16] are orthogonal, consequently contains 

minimal redundancies and caries independent image characteristics. Two-

dimensional Legendre moments of order (p+q) is defined by equations (16) 

to (18). 
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The parameter qp ,  is known as the normalization constant. The Legendre 

moments define a complete orthogonal basis set over the interval [-1, 1] in 

which the moments are defined. The Legendre moments used in the study 

are 0,40,33,01,21,12,00,2 ,,,,,, LLLLLLL  

Neural networks 

 The Artificial Neural Network or ANN algorithms are the commonly 

used as base classifiers in wide range of problems [24]. An artificial neural 

network is a powerful data modeling and information-processing paradigm 

that can capture and represent unknown-complex input/output relationships 

[25]. The advantage of neural networks mainly lies in that they are data 

driven self-adaptive methods, which can adjust itself to data without any 

explicit specification of functional or distributional form for the underlying 

model. Also, they are universal functional approximations and can 

approximate functions with an arbitrary accuracy [25], [26]. The function of 

the neural network is transforming inputs into meaningful outputs. It is 

inspired by the way of biological nervous systems, neural networks act, 

somehow, like a human brain in two stages learning stage and acting stage. 

Moreover, neural networks can represent both linear and non-linear 

relationships and the way it learns these relationships directly from the 

modeled data. The most common neural network model is the multilayer 

perceptron (MLP). This type of network is a supervised because it requires 

the desired output per pattern from the supervisor. The goal of this type of 

network is to create a model that correctly maps the feature vector of a 

single sample (input) to the class of the input sample (output) using 

historical data so that the model can then be used to produce the output 

when the desired output is unknown. 
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Figure (4)  Neural Network Architecture 

 

 The well-known perceptron neural network consists of three types of 

layers input, hidden and an output layer. Each of them consists of a number 

of, perceptron, neurons. The layered neurons of a network connected 

according to the network architecture. Each connection has a very important 

unit called "weight". The weight unit preserves the strength of the link in the 

learned mapping functions of the neural network. The input layer is the 

layer that represents the input data so the length of this layer is equal to the 

length of the input data (feature vector), and there is only one input layer in 

the neural network. It consists of a set of input values (Xi) and associated 

weights (Wi). The hidden layer is the kernel of the network because it 

controls internal mapping to other spaces and by which the result gets better. 

The neural network may contain several hidden layers which represent the 

intermediate spaces. The last one is the output layer, which returns the result. 

The number of neurons in this layer coincides with the definition of classes 

signatures encoding. There is only one output layer in the neural network. 

The MLP neural network looks like any neural network so it operates in two 

modes. The first one is the learning mode, which trains or adapts the 

network to be able to think and return the best result. The learning process 

comes by updating the weights interconnecting neurons and the bias values. 

The second mode is the testing or operational mode in which the network 

produces signatures for unknown feature vectors. 
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3. Testing and results  

 The testing process of the study uses the entire standard ORL 

database [27]. The ORL database consists of images of forty subjects, 

persons. The subjects are selected to include a wide range of human’s 

features. There are ten images of each subject in different orientations, 

expressions or poses. This makes a total of four hundred images. These 

images are in gray scale of pixel values ranging from 0 to 255. Samples 

from the used dataset are in figure (5). 

 
Figure (5) Samples of the standard testing dataset. 

 In our testing for each subject seven randomly selected are used for 

training the network and the entire subject set for testing. The input matrices 

to the feature extraction stage are normalized to the range [-1, 1] which is 

Legendre requirement. The neural network used in our experiments is fixed 
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to two hidden-layers 40 neurons each. The network learning termination 

criteria is set to 0.001 rmse, or epoch of 20 iterations. The network training 

function that updates weight and bias values according is set to Levenberg-

Marquardt optimization.  

Tables (1), (2) present the seven values vector of the Legendre, and Hue 

moments for the first three images of the first two persons, subjects, of the 

testing dataset consequently. The tables represent samples of the output of 

feature extraction step for both cases.  These features are extracted after 

preprocessing step by Sobel-X.  

Table (1) Legendre feature vectors for the first three images of the first two 

subjects 
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Each of the experiments presented in the study was performed several times 

and the results coincide with the conclusions drawn from each.  An 

experiment is done as a single run and the entire set of results are taken as is 

to present. A better recognition rate could be presented if a selection is 

applied over the runs of each experiment. However, that has no effect on the 

drawn conclusions. Also, a better recognition rates could be presented if the 

network structure and the learning parameters with set per case but that take 

the study out of being a comparative one.  

Experiment 1:- 

 The first experiment uses each of Hu-moments and Legendre 

moments with input source images, raw, preprocessed by Sobel ( x-

derivative and y-derivative), and Sobel followed by Otsu’s thresholding. 

The experiment is done using samples set 20, 100, 200, 300, and the full set. 

The tests use 2, 10, 20, 30, and 40 persons consequently. The results of the 

experiment are summarized in Table (3). The results show the superiority of 

the Legendre over the Hue moments   

Table 3: Results for both Hue moments and Legendre for raw, Otsu’s binary 

and Sobel 
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Experiment 2:- 

 The second experiment combines moments both from Legendre and 

Hue. The feature vector formed of fourteen values aiming that each carries 

different features. The moments are applied on input source images, raw, 

preprocessed by Sobel ( x-derivative and y-derivative), and Sobel followed 

by Otsu’s thresholding. The experiment is done on samples set of 20, 100, 

200, 300, and the full set that correspond to the use 2, 10, 20, 30, and 40 

persons consequently. The result of the experiment is in Table (4). The 

result indicates that an improvement in the recognition is achieved 

especially when the dataset volume increases. 

 

  Table 4: Hue and Legendre moments for raw , Otsu’s  binary and Sobel 

  Raw Binary-x Binary-Y Sobel-X Sobel-Y 

20 0.9500 1.0000 0.9500 1.0000 0.8500 

100 0.9100 0.7900 0.5000 0.5800 0.7000 

200 0.8000 0.7700 0.7750 0.4950 0.4600 

300 0.7800 0.7133 0.6933 0.3733 0.0300 

400 0.6700 0.6525 0.6350 0.3500 0.5200 

 

Experiment 3:- 

 The third experiment setup is to combine moments of x-derivative 

and y-derivative to form the feature vector aiming that they carry different 

features. The Hue moments are used and the same setup for the experiments 

one and two is used. Table (5) summarizes the result of the experiment. The 

result indicates no significant improvement in the probability of recognition.  

Table 5: Hue moments on both x and y for Sobel and Otsu’s binary 

  

 

 

Samples count 

Source 
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 Binary Sobel 

20 0.9000 0.8000 

100 0.8000 0.1300 

200 0.3350 0.0600 

300 0.5133 0.0533 

400 0.4825 0.0300 

   

In the results of the experiments, there are few cases they may not fully 

coincide with the drawn conclusions and this come from the fact that the 

neural networks optimization is in general either to a deep or shallow local 

minima [24-26]. Each experiment result is a single run, taken as is, out 

many runs point to the same conclusion. The recognition rates are not the 

focus of the study rather presenting a complete run randomly selected for 

the setup mentioned above that reflect the reality.  

  

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, a face recognition method with a preprocessing stage 

added ahead of moments features extraction was subject to study. The 

preprocessing used are derivative filters and the derivative filters followed 

by Otsu’s method thresholding. The classification mean used in the study 

was the feed forward neural network.  

The experimental results indicated:- 

1) The superiority of Legendre over Hue moments as an image feature 

extraction method based on the most widely set of moments of each. 

2)  The union of Legendre and Hue moments improves the probability 

of recognition compared to each of them. That is none of them is a 

subset of the other from an information point of view. 

3) Combining moment’s features based on derivatives-x and 

derivatives-y is insignificant to the probability of recognition.  

Samples #  

Source 
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4) Edges do not form a major component of moments, in general, but 

rather the texture of the surface dominates its values.    

The study, implicitly, points to the fact that classifiers using moments: could 

be aided with edge-features. Also, likely more surface texture oriented 

preprocessing could be used rather than x, y derivatives to add more 

classification ability to moments.  
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